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AUTOMATIC MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM FOR
AUTOMATED WAFER TESTING

cuitry being con?gured such that, for each of the plurality of
netWorks of automated sWitches, the inputs are divided into
groups and, for each group, the manner in Which each mem

ber of that group can be provided to each of the plurality of
netWorks of automated sWitches is constrained as compared

BACKGROUND

In automated parametric testing of semiconductor devices,

to the manner in Which each other member of that group can

there is a desire to collect large amounts of data from devices
on Wafers using a minimum set of expensive parametric test

be provided to that netWork of automated sWitches.
As a result of the multiplexer being con?gured to restrict
hoW the electrical signals can be provided to the netWorks of
automated sWitches, the con?guration of the netWorks of
automated sWitches can be simpli?ed.

equipment shared amongst large numbers of devices. This is
generally achieved by sWitching or multiplexing the paramet
ric test equipment output amongst device inputs across the
Whole Wafer, one at a time. For example, an external multi
plexer may reside on top of a probe card on a Wafer prober,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Which makes contact With a probe card through pogo pins.
Conventional solutions to multiplexing the signals on top of

FIG. 1 illustrates such a conventional arrangement for test
ing devices on a Wafer.

the probe card, on the Wafer prober, can use a large number of

FIG. 2 illustrates a pin multiplexer comprised of relays and

relays and sWitches in the construction of the multiplexer,
Which can be unnecessarily expensive.
FIG. 1 schematically illustrates such a conventional
arrangement for testing devices on a Wafer 112. Referring to

in Which the outputs and inputs are divided into groups With
restrictions on the number of Ways each input of a group can
20

interact With a relay bank.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1, a parametric tester 102 has N source lines 104 con

nected through a pin multiplexer 106, Which selects pins of a
The inventors have realiZed that the jumper cards in the

Wafer prober 108 to receive the N source lines. Typically the

Semiautomatic Multiplexer may be replaced With relay cards,

pin selection Will vary for different devices (i.e., circuit lay
outs) in a semiconductor Wafer under control of computer

25

110.
For example, a conventional automatic sWitch matrix mul

tiplexer may utiliZe N relays (the number of outputs required)
per M inputs (M><N total relays). For a 4 input multiplexer,
multiplexing into forty eight outputs Would use 4><48 relays.
US. patent application Ser. No. ll/270,37l, ?led Nov. 8,
2005 and entitled “Semi Automatic Multiplexing System”

30

In accordance With an aspect, an example of Which is
illustrated in FIG. 2, the outputs and inputs are divided into
groups With restrictions on the number of Ways each input of
35

nected to a corresponding jumper output position. For
example, input 1 can only be connected to output 1 of banks
1 through 12 (in the case of 48 outputs), input 2 can only be
relay, though, can be actuated independently. This Way, a
reduction of expensive relays can be achieved but yet no
?exibility is lost or sacri?ced. A trivial case of this scheme is
When the four input sources are hardWired to four outputs that
have all forty eight outputs run across them and connected

40

inputs to all outputs.
45

the grid intersections. This Way, the multiplexer can be com

pletely manual and operate Without relays.
50

A parametric test system is for testing devices in dice in a

semiconductor Wafer, each die having a plurality of pads for
electrically connecting to the device in the die. A tester of the

system has a plurality of input/ output lines for providing and
receiving electrical signals during a device test. A Wafer
prober has probe contacts for engaging pads on a die.
Multiplexer circuitry of the test system includes a plurality
of netWorks of automated sWitches. The multiplexer circuitry
is con?gured to receive electrical signals on the input lines
from the tester and to provide the electrical signals to the

55

60

More particularly, in the FIG. 2 example, the ?rst input of
a group (e.g., input 1 of group 210(1)) is sWitched into the ?rst
input of any one of the banks 214, the second input of group
210(1) is sWitched into the second output of any one of the
banks 214, and so on. Put another Way, the ?rst input of group
cannot make a connection With any other input in a bank 214

to restrict hoW the electrical signals can be provided to the
netWorks of automated sWitches.

restrict hoW the electrical signals can be provided to the
netWorks of automated sWitches includes the multiplexer cir

Referring noW to FIG. 2, a plurality of inputs 202 are
provided from a parametric tester 204 to a pin multiplexer
206, Which selects pins of a Wafer prober to receive the N
source lines (shoWn as outputs 208 in FIG. 2). The inputs 202
are provided in groups (210(1) to 210(x)) to sWitches (collec
tively, 212). The sWitches serve to sWitch the inputs 202 into
banks 214 of relays. (FIG. 2 represents that there are a total of
N/a banks 214 of relays, Where “a” is the number of inputs in
each group 210 of inputs and “N” is the number of outputs.
Only bank 1 and bank N/a are explicitly shoWn in FIG. 2,
Whereas the remaining banks 2 to N/a-l, if present at all, are
implicitly shoWn.) The inputs are sWitched in groups such that
the number of Ways an input of each group of sWitches 212
can be sWitched is limited to the number of banks.

Wafer prober, Wherein the multiplexer circuitry is con?gured

For example, the multiplexer circuitry being con?gured to

a result of the division into groups With restrictions on the
number of Ways each input of a group can interact With a relay

bank, there may be tremendous savings on the number of
relays used to achieve full multiplexing or connectivity of all

manually to the four inputs by manually placing jumpers at

SUMMARY

a group can interact With each of a plurality of netWorks of

automated sWitches, such as relay banks. The input side may
be thought of as being very similar to the input side as
described in US. patent application Ser. No. ll/270,37l. As

outputs. In this system, the input sources can only be con

connected to output 2 of banks 1 through 12 and so on. Each

mated sWitching of eight inputs into forty eight outputs Would
use 8><48(:3 84) relays. Using the technique disclosed in US.
patent application Ser. No. l l/270,37 l, discussed above, only
2><48(:96) relays may be used, With the remainder of the

“scrambling” taking place at the outputs, manually.

describes an example parametric test system in Which four
inputs are sWitched into banks of four jumpers Which then

make manual connectivity With four of forty eight possible

to multiplex each set of four output connections. As discussed
in the Background, in a conventional multiplexer, the auto

other than With the ?rst input in that bank, the second input of
65

a group cannot make any connection With any other input in
a bank 214 other than With the second input in that bank, and
so on.
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We noW discuss the banks 214 of relays in particular. The
outputs Within each bank are mutilplexed such that all the
inputs to that bank can make contact With all the outputs of
that bank. Thus, the number of relays used for one bank is the

The equation for X describes a curve that has a minimum at

number of outputs of that bank, squared (all possible combi
nations of connectivity for the outputs in a bank).

Thus, for example, for an eight input system (M:8) mul
tiplexed into forty eight outputs (NI48) With banks of four

Thus, M:a2, since both the output and input numbers should

outputs each. Each of the tWo groups of four inputs corre

be divisible by a.
The total number of relays for a 36 input system With 96

sponds to forty eight relays, to connect to all forty eight

outputs according to the described con?guration Would be

outputs (a:4), there are N/a (i.e., 48/4:12) banks of four
outputs four at a time, for a total of 2><48(:96) relays for the
tWo groups of four inputs. For each of the tWelve banks of

96><(6+6):1152, Where as With a conventional system the

relays, 4><4(:16) relays are utilized to multiplex the outputs
for that bank of relays.
As a result, for the example eight input system multiplexed
into forty eight outputs With banks of four outputs, the total

15

number of relays utiliZed are (2><48)+(12><16) or 6x48. This
yields a savings of 2x48 relays as compared With the conven

number of relays Would be 36><96I3456. The table beloW
illustrates, according to the described con?guration, a num
ber of relays that Would be used for a system having a par
ticular number of outputs in a bank (roW labels of table) and
a particular combination of number of inputs and number of

outputs (column labels of table).

# outputs

# Input x # output

inabank

4x48

8x48

12x48

16x48

20x48

24x48

48x48

24x96

48x96

36x48

36x96

1
2
3
4
6
8

192
192
208
240
320
408

384
288
272
288
352
432

576
384
336
336
384
456

768
480
400
384
416
480

960
576
464
432
448
504

1152
672
528
480
480
528

2304
1248
912
768
672
672

2304
1344
1056
960
960
1056

4608
2496
1824
1536
1344
1344

1728
960
720
624
576
600

3456
1920
1440
1248
1152
1200

12

592

608

624

640

656

672

768

1344

1536

720

1440

tional method described in the Background. The advantage of

35

this scheme is that as the number of inputs is increased, the

number of relays required becomes proportionately smaller at
the added advantage of being able to connect all inputs, in
parallel, to the selected outputs, remotely or automatically. As
another example, for a 24 input system, With 48 outputs the
number of relays required, in this scheme are: 48x6 (6 sets of
4 inputs for a total of 24 inputs)+l6 (number of relays to
multiplex 4 outputs)><12 (number of 4 output sets in a 48
output system) or 480. In the traditional scheme of multiplex
ing the same 24 inputs into 48 outputs 24><48I1152 relays
Would be required.
Having discussed a particular example, We noW describe
more generally the con?guration of an M input system mul
tiplexed into N outputs With banks of a outputs. That is, in
general, the number of banks in such a system is described by
N/a, but the number of Ways the inputs can be divided into

The number of inputs, outputs, banks and sets of inputs and
outputs used here are provided for illustration purposes only
and the con?guration can be used With other numbers of

inputs, outputs, banks and sets of inputs and outputs.
It has been shoWn that, While the use of jumper blocks for
40

manually programming probe connections to a parametric
tester for the different devices on a Wafer substantially

reduces the use of multiplexer sWitches (as described in Us.
patent application Ser. No. 11/270,371), there are even auto
matic con?gurations that can reduce the use of relays.
45

What is claimed is:
1. A parametric test system for testing devices in dice in a

semiconductor Wafer, each die having a plurality of pads for
electrically connecting to the device in the die, comprising:
50

a) a tester having a plurality of input/output lines for pro

viding and receiving electrical signals during a device
test,

groups of a are Ma. The number of relays used to sWitch M/a

b) a Wafer prober having probe contacts for engaging pads

input groups for N outputs are

on a die,

c) multiplexer circuitry coupled to receive electrical sig
nals on the input lines from the tester and to provide the

M

electrical signals to the Wafer prober, the multiplexer

j.

The number of relays used to sWitch all combinations in each
of N/a banks are a2. The total number of relays, X is:

circuitry comprising
60

a plurality of netWorks of automated sWitches, each net
Work of automated sWitches having a plurality of

inputs and a plurality of outputs and is con?gured
such that any of the plurality of inputs to that netWork
of automated sWitches may be connected to any of the

plurality of outputs of that netWork of automated
65

sWitches, and
multiplexer input stage circuitry, Wherein the multi
plexer input stage circuitry provides the electrical sig
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by multiplexer input stage circuitry of the multiplexer cir

nals from the tester to the networks of automated

switches via the multiplexer input stage circuitry, the

cuitry, receiving electrical signals on the input lines from

multiplexer input stage circuitry being con?gured

the tester,
providing the received electrical signals to networks of
automated switches of the multiplexer circuitry, via the

such that each signal provided from the tester may be
selectively electrically coupled to any one of the plu
rality of networks of automated switches but, for each
network of automated switches, that signal can only
be coupled to one predetermined input of that network

multiplexer input stage circuitry, the multiplexer input
stage circuitry being con?gured such that each signal
provided from the tester may be selectively electrically

of automated switches.
2. The parametric test system of claim 1, wherein:

coupled to any one of the plurality of networks of auto
mated switches but, for each network of automated
switches, that signal can only be coupled to one prede
termined input of that network of automated switches;
and
controlling the automated switches of the multiplexer cir
cuitry to cause each of the received electrical signals to
be provided to a desired pad of one of the devices.

the multiplexer input stage circuitry includes groups of
input switches; and

the multiplexer input stage circuitry includes input
switches arranged such that the electrical signals from
the tester are switched by the groups of input switches to
be provided to the networks of automated switches so

that each signal provided from the tester is selectively
electrically coupled to any one of the plurality of net
works of automated switches but, for each network of
automated switches, that signal can only be coupled to
one predetermined input of that network of automated
switches.
3. The parametric test system of claim 2, wherein:
“M” is the number of input lines to the tester;
“N” is the number of output lines from the tester; and
“a” is a number of input lines to each group of input

20

ric tester to the networks of automated switches includes

switching the electrical signals by the groups of the input
switches to select to which network of automated
25

mated switches.

4. The parametric test system of claim 1, wherein:
the networks of automated switches are banks of relays.

5. A method of operating multiplexer circuitry to multiplex
test signals from a parametric tester, having a plurality of

input/output lines for providing and receiving electrical sig
nals during a device test, to pads of different devices in dice of
a semiconductor wafer comprising the steps of:

switches each signal is to be provided and so that each
received electrical signal is coupled to one predeter
mined input of a selected network of automated
switches.

switches;
the multiplexer circuitry is con?gured such that there are
M/a groups of input switches and N/a networks of auto

6. The multiplexer operating method of claim 5, wherein:
the multiplexer input stage circuitry includes groups of
input switches; and
providing the received electrical signals from the paramet

7. The multiplexer operating method of claim 6, wherein:
30

“M” is the number of input lines to the tester;
“N” is the number of output lines from the tester; and
“a” is a number of input lines to each group of input

switches;
the multiplexer circuitry is con?gured such that there are
M/a groups of input switches and N/ a networks of auto
mated switches.

8. The multiplexer operating method of claim 5, wherein:
the networks of automated switches are banks of relays.
*
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